EXPLANATION OF THE TABLE ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE
This is page xiii
Sections of the Frame-story are numbered with Roman numerals, I to XII
Stories told by the Statuettes are numbered with Arabic numerals, 1 to 3£
The numbers in the left-hand column indicate the original order of each
Section of the Frame-story or of each Statuette-story (briefly, each text-unit)
of the Vikrama-charita. That is, these numbers show the position which each
unit had in the original form of Vikrama's Adventures as reconstructed in the
Composite Outline (Volume £6, Part VI); or, in other words, the actual se-
quence of the Sections or Stories of the Translation or Text as printed in the
present volumes, and as summarily tabulated on page xii.
The numbers of the four right-hand columns indicate the position of each
Section or Story in theMSS. of the several recensions. Thus, original number
9, Fair courtezan, stands in the mss. of MR as number 10, and in the mss. of
BR as number £9.
The order of the Southern Recension coincides with the original order. So does
that of the Jain Recension, except that it puts original V and VHI immediately after
original I, and emboxes original VI and VIE in Story 1, and adds three Sections peculiar
to itself (JR V and VII and IX of the mss.). The other recensions (Metrical, Brief)
dislocate a few of the Stories, and the dislocations are shown by dislocating the Arabic
numbers so that they stand a little to the right and out of vertical alignment. Thus
MR 10, 11, 9 (of the mss.) correspond respectively to original 9, 10, 11; and BR 7, 5,
9, 29, 8, 11, 12 (of the mss.) correspond respectively to original 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 29.
MEANING OF HEAD-LINES AND SUBORDINATE HEADINGS
of the pages containing (in volume £6) the Translation and (in volume 27) the Text
Numbers of the Sections of the Frame-story and of the Statuette-stories, as
given in the head-lines of each left-hand page, refer to the "original order,5' as
explained above.
Numbers given in the subordinate headings. —In like manner, the numbers
in the left-hand part of these headings refer to the same "original order." In
cases where a Section or Story has suffered dislocation in a given recension,
this fact is made clear by a statement in the right-hand part of the subordinate
heading, which tells expressly what place that Section or Story occupies in the
mss. of that recension.
TYPOGRAPHICAL DEVICES
Parentheses () are used to enclose matter which seems to be a necessary part
of the English rendering.
Brackets [ ] enclose explanatory matter or an alternative rendering.
An asterisk ,(*) is placed immediately before an emended word, and means
that there is some element in that word which is not found in any manuscript.
Much or all of the matter that stands on this page and the next, may be found else-
where, scattered in one place or another, but so that it is likely to be overlooked.
Accordingly, it is well to have it assembled and repeated here in this conspicuous place.

